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Set an example
Become climate neutral with your own 
Carbon Forest in Costa Rica.

Ecological and close to nature
Forest is the most natural way to 
actively remove carbon from the 
atmosphere.

Approach with Real impact
A Carbon Forest offers great added 
value for biodiversity, the climate, and 
local people.

Species protection
with perspective
We reforest a unique and near-natural 
forest for you, which also provides 
protection for endangered native 
species.

14 years of experience
We are pioneers in the fi eld of 
sustainable reforestation and have 
reforested approximately 1.280 
hectares in northern Costa Rica since 
2007.

Everything from one source
We offer you all services transparently 
and securely: from planning to the 
actual reforestation and constant 
maintenance for 30 years.

Tell people about
your commitment
We offer many attractive additional 
services to help you communicate.
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“WHOEVER PLANTS A TREE WILL WIN THE SKY.”
Konfuzius

More and more companies reduce 
their carbon emissions and fi nd 
methods to offset their unavoidable 
emissions.  Climate-neutral products 
are proliferating on the shelves, and 
even discounters are advertising a 
climate-neutral range.

Last year, many major companies 
announced they would be climate 
neutral within the next 20 years. 
Climate neutrality is the buzzword of 
the day.
But to achieve the climate targets of 
the Paris Climate Agreement, it is not 
enough to reduce carbon emissions, 
avoid them nor to neutralize them via 
offsetting. It is necessary to actively 
remove carbon from the atmosphere 
by offsetting. How can this be done? 
By reforesting new forests.

Forests are elementary in the fi ght 
against climate change and the loss 
of biodiversity. They provide oxygen, 
sequester carbon and are home to 
humans and animals. 

They are the only natural means 
of removing carbon from the 
atmosphere!

As pioneers, we laid the foundation 
stone in 2007 with the fi rst 
reforestation in Costa Rica – by today, 

we are established and well-known 
as a reforestation specialist with a 
near-natural planting concept based 
on the mixed forest concept. Since 
2010, we have had the carbon offsets 
of our forests continuously certifi ed. 
BaumInvest was even the second 
project worldwide to be certifi ed 
according to the CarbonFix Standard 
and among the fi rst three projects 
to be certifi ed according to the 
successor of the CarbonFix Standard, 
the Gold Standard for Land use and 
Forests.
BaumInvest participated in the 
development of this standard. 

Due to our company structure with 
branches and in-house employees 
in Germany and Costa Rica, we are 
able to offer companies individual 
compensation solutions with their 
own Carbon Forest, tailored to 
different needs – from signing your 
name on the contract to seeing it on 
your fi rst tree, and further.
  
For us, social, economic, and 
ecological  actions, as well as 
transparency and added value, are not 
just fi ller words in communication, 
but lived values. 

Many trees make a forest: We know 
how forests work!

Marco Soto Valverde
CEO of BaumInvest S.A. in Ciudad Quesada

Antje Virkus
CEO of BaumInvest AG in Freiburg
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THE CARBON FOREST - 
THE ONLY NATURAL WAY TO REMOVE 

CARBON FROM THE ATMOSPHERE

Forests are carbon reservoirs. Trees continuously and effi  ciently absorb 
carbon through photosynthesis.

One tropical tree absorbs between 12 and 15 kilograms per year. Roughly 
calculated, seven tropical trees alone can remove a whole ton of carbon from the 

atmosphere in just ten years. A tropical tree grows all year round and, due to high 
humidity and warmth, also very quickly compared to trees in other climate zones. 
This leads to an enormous increase in biomass and thus to a high absorption and 
storage of carbon.
This is also what makes tropical forests so valuable for reducing the global carbon 
load in the earth’s atmosphere. 

The Crowther Lab at ETH Zurich calculated in a study in the Science 
Journal: 

“Globally, it would be possible to effi  ciently reforest on an area 
of 0.9 billion hectares, which could absorb two-thirds of 

the carbon emissions caused by humans.”
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ADDED VALUE FOR THE CLIMATE

Forests are climate protectors. 
They have been shown to mitigate 
the effects of climate change, 
such as long droughts and extreme 
precipitation.
It is no coincidence forests are 
regarded as “natural air conditioning 
systems” - especially tropical 
forests. The huge jungle giants 
provide a great deal of shade, 
cooling not only the ground but also 
an entire region.
In addition, the trees act as natural 
fi lters, ensuring clean air. Forests 
create water and nutrient cycles, 
maintain the fertility and quality of 
the soil - and thus protect against 
soil erosion. 

Climate protection must therefore 
mean preserving forests and 
reforesting forests.

CARBON FOREST - 
ADDED VALUE FOR 
PEOPLE AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT
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POSITIVE IMPACT ON BIODIVERSITY

In the past 50 years, there has been 
a global decline of nearly 70 percent 
in mammals, birds, amphibians, and 
reptiles.
The UN estimates that one in 
eight animal and plant species is 
threatened with extinction. Because 
of the serious loss of natural habitats, 
the UN has declared the Decade for 
Ecosystem Restoration.

One of the measures: Reforestation.  

Forests are life-givers. They have 
been shown to increase biodiversity. 
In the forests we have reforested so 
far in Costa Rica, we have been able 
to determine this - with the help of 
permanent biodiversity monitoring. 
This involves continuously counting 
all reptile and amphibian species 
using a trap system. The result: 

CARBON FOREST - ADDED VALUE
FOR PEOPLE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The number of these species in our 
forests increased from 20 to 90.
Since reptiles and amphibians 
react sensitively to changes in an 
ecosystem, they are considered 
indicators of a functioning forest - 
they are thus also a validation of our 
reforestation concept.  

Particularly, Costa Rica’s rainforests 
are true biodiversity hotspots.
An area that accounts for just 1.4 
percent of the Earth’s total surface 
is home to 50 percent of all plant 
species and 77 percent of all 
terrestrial vertebrates on our planet.

This is where we come in:

We are specifi cally looking 
for reforestation areas that connect 
to existing biodiversity corridors, thus 
expanding this valuable habitat in the 
natural forest.
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SOCIAL IMPACT

Reforestation and forest maintenance 
also generate social value.
In a structurally weak rural region, 
permanent jobs with social security 
are created. 
By strongly involving the local 
population, we increase people’s 
identifi cation with our projects and 
thus their commitment to working 
with us. 

Our foresters, for example, are also 
forest guardians: Their place of 
residence is directly at the site of the 
Carbon Forests.   

Continuous value creation in and 
with the forest, for example through 
beekeeping or the use of certain non-
timber forest products, increases the 
overall social impact.
In exchange with the community, 
we engage to strengthen regional 
development, for example by 
providing agricultural machinery.
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We reforest former pastureland into a vibrant and diverse 
forest in Costa Rica and create a customized, individual 
solution for you.

 Connected: We fi nd a suitable area for you that borders 
an existing conservation area.

 Proven: We create a custom-fi t planting concept for you 
from over 20 native tree species.

 Competent: We prepare the areas, provide seeds or 
seedlings, plant them and maintain the trees and forest.

 Long-Term: We protect and secure your climate 
protection project. As part of the reforestation and 
certifi cation process, we accompany and protect your 
forest from poaching and illegal clearing for 30 to 50 
years.

 Sustainable: At the end of the project period, the forest 
is transferred to the Costa Rican conservation program 
as a protected area and thus remains permanently as a 
forest and protected area.

 Certifi ed: We provide evidence of carbon storage 
through your Carbon Forest. For this we offer recognized 
certifi cation standards (Gold Standard, VCS (Verra)) or 
proof from a recognized auditor.

We offer you more than just a forest - all from a single source.

 Proven: With our biodiversity package, we provide 
you with proof that your forest protects and increases 
biodiversity.

 Credible: You are doing something good - tell us about 
it. Our communication package provides you with 
everything you need to do this.

We don’t just plant a forest for you but create an intact 
ecosystem with priceless added value for the climate, 
biodiversity, water, and soil, as well as local social 
structures.

OUR SERVICES...
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Six good reasons to create your own Carbon Forest:

Climate neutral: you offset your non-avoidable emissions 
with your own socio-ecological climate protection project.

Committed: You take responsibility and let others 
participate: You convince your customers, business 
partners or shareholders with your own Carbon Forest. 

Communicative: As a Carbon Forest partner, you receive 
everything you need for your campaigns and sustainability 
reports from a single source. Your brand is more 
sustainable and stronger than before.

Credible: You receive authentic proof of your carbon 
offset and security through certifi cation standards or an 
accompanying scientifi c study.

Long-Term: With a Carbon Forest, you have the guarantee 
that the forest will be preserved. Each tree is cared for 
until the forest is self-sustaining. 

Safe: Commitment to a safe, ecologically exemplary 
country - Costa Rica. Annual fi gures and data through 
forest inventory, forest report and biodiversity report.

YOUR BENEFIT
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FOREST IS THE 
FOCAL POINT OF 

OUR THOUGHTS AND 
ACTIONS
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We have reforested 1,280 
hectares of forest in Costa 
Rica since BaumInvest was 
founded in 2007.
From a small pioneer 
company, we have developed 
step by step into a specialist 
in tropical mixed forest 
reforestation.
At our fi ve locations, we now 
manage more than 2,000 
hectares of land - a quarter 
of which are pure nature 
reserves.

At the same time, we have 
created valuable habitats with 
our forests: Toucans, tapirs 
and spider monkeys can be 
sighted regularly.
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OUR LOCATIONS IN COSTA RICA

Costa Rica’s year-round warm and 
humid tropical to subtropical climate 
offers ideal conditions for healthy and 
rapid tree growth.
As a politically and economically 
stable country in Central America, 
Costa Rica offers the ideal conditions 
for a long-term commitment. 

According to the German Foreign 
Offi  ce, “Costa Rica represents 
an anchor of stability [in Central 
America], respects freedom of the 
press, freedom of expression and 
human rights.”  

Costa Rica offers very strong legal 
security. It was invited to join the 
OECD in May 2020.
The country has been a stable 
democracy since the 1950s, and in 
1948 it abolished the army in favor of 
education and health programs.   

The United Nations made Costa Rica 
the fi rst country in the world to be 
recognized for its environmental 
policies.

During the 2015 Paris Climate Summit, 
the Eiffel Tower shone in Costa Rica’s 
national colors and with the Costa 
Rican motto for life, “pura vida,” in 
recognition of the international 
community’s efforts in ecology, 
climate protection and sustainability, 
particularly that Costa Rica obtains 
100 percent of its energy from 
renewable sources.  

After losing around 80 percent of its 
forests to clearings between 1950 and 
1980, Costa Rica passed a series of 
progressive and strict forestry laws, 
with the effect that today around 
50 percent of its land is once again 
forested.

Reforestation projects experience 
a high level of acceptance from the 

government and the population. 
Land that has been reforested and 
converted into a secondary natural 
forest is by law protected against 
deforestation.

As a result of massive clearings in the 
1950-80s, areas that meet the criteria 
for certifi cation for climate protection 
projects through reforestation are 
available in the tropical lowlands.

In addition, these are marginal lands 
that do not face real competition 
for economic use due to their low 
connectivity to infrastructure.

The connection to the wildlife reserve, 
Maquenque, and the proximity to 
the San Juan River in the north are 
ideal locations to connect the Carbon 
Forest to biodiversity corridors with 
high biodiversity benefi ts.
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OUR HISTORY - ONLY THOSE WHO 
START WILL REACH THEIR DESTINATION

We launched our fi rst BaumInvest 
fund in 2007 to reforest fallow 
pastureland in inland Costa Rica with 
native noble woods.

Shortly thereafter, we became one 
of the fi rst companies in the world to 
offer carbon certifi cates , approved 
by the Gold  Standard for Land use and 
Forest.
Our reforestation concept was so 
popular that we launched two more 
funds in 2009 and 2013, growing to 
over 2000 shareholders.
In August 2018, after successful 
reforestation in all three funds, our 
shareholders decided to merge 
them and their subsidiaries: to 
form the non-listed BaumInvest 
AG - a milestone for the sustainable 
management of our permanent 
forest.
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WHAT MAKES OUR 
FORESTS SPECIAL?
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On former, degraded pastureland, 
we imitate the natural development 
of a mixed forest.

We plant up to 1,500 trees per 
hectare, which can achieve an 
annual carbon storage capacity of 15 
tons and more.
Depending on the location, we 
reforest a selection of over 20 
native tree species, some of which 
are on the Red List.

In this way, we ensure the genetic 
diversity of trees such as the 
almendro, also known as the clay 
tree, which is also a food and 
nesting base for endangered 
species such as the green soldier 
macaw.
Supported by the World Parrot 
Trust, the handsome soldier macaw 
has re-established itself in the 
northern lowlands.  

We create an ecosystem that can 
resume its functions beyond carbon 
sequestration.  

After the reforestation, we 
maintain the area for fi ve more 
years to ensure the growth and 
continued existence of the trees. 
Through further maintenance 
and encouragement of natural 
regeneration, we transition the 
reforestation into a biodiverse 
secondary natural forest without 
intensive forestry use.
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WITH US, YOU ARE 
ON SOLID GROUNDS

A healthy tree needs healthy soil - just as a successful 
project needs a solid foundation. 
That is why you are on solid grounds with us. As 
reforestation pioneers, we are fi rmly rooted in Costa 
Rica and have years of experience in planting and 
maintaining tropical forests. 

Our professional staff of competent employees is up to 
all challenges and will make you a tailor-made offer on 
request: With the right additional package for you - so 
that all your trees come true!

REFORESTATION AND FOREST MANAGEMENT

Sustainability is a top priority for our reforestation 
projects. That’s why we also acquire our own land 
to ensure that it is permanently protected. We have 
already found suitable areas for the reforestation of 
your Carbon Forest in the northern lowlands of Costa 
Rica, where we have been active for 14 years. We grow 
seedlings for the forest on site in our tree nursery, 
which allows us to react fl exibly and quickly to individual 
planting concepts and to fi nd optimal tree mixtures 
- always relying on native tree species. With the help 
of continuous forest monitoring, our foresters can 
intervene immediately and replant in the event of any 
mortality of seedlings.
  
Our on-site employees intensively supervise the forests 
to guarantee the growth of the trees. The foresters 
carry out forestry work at regular intervals with a view 
to optimal carbon storage and protect your forest from 
illegal clearing or poaching. The long-term goal is for 
the forest to become self-sustaining as a secondary 
natural forest.  

FOREST MANAGEMENT

In this package we offer the entire forestry basics 
for your Carbon Forest: a planting design adapted to 
the site with autochthonous or site-adapted species, 
installation of measurement plots for continuous data 
collection, implementation of annual forest inventories 
and data-based reports on the condition and growth of 
the trees.

We guarantee continuous forestry monitoring of the 
reforestation, based on which forestry interventions are 
carried out.   
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The aim of this package is to achieve optimal carbon 
storage performance of the forest. This package is a 
prerequisite for certifi cation and calculation of annual 
carbon storage.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

We offer you the entire coordination services to plant 
your Carbon Forest safely and transparently and to 
maintain it for 30 to 50 years. Contractual management 
and legal protection in Costa Rica and Germany are as 
much a part of this as the management and monitoring 
of the project to ensure you maximum security and 
transparency.

CERTIFICATION

You can plant a forest to offset carbon emissions and 
present this to the outside world in a transparent way.

We prove your carbon storage and offer two options for 
this:

Option 1: Via a carbon certifi cation standard

The storage performance of your Carbon Forest 
is certifi ed by independent auditors according to 
recognized standards such as the Gold Standard 
or Verra’s VCS Standard. In addition to the pure 
storage performance, other social and environmental 
components of the carbon offset project are also 
evaluated. 
After the initial certifi cation, the certifi cation standard 
then issues the fi rst carbon certifi cates and enters 
them in a register that can be viewed by the public. The 
register ensures transparency, and multiple use of a 
certifi cate is ruled out. 
Every year, an annual report for the certifi cation 
standard is prepared by us. Every fi ve years, the carbon 
storage capacity of your forest is verifi ed by an audit on 
site and based on the forest data.   

Option 2: Standard-independent verifi cation

We commission a recognized auditor to calculate and 
verify the storage performance of your Carbon Forest. 
You receive validated, independent information that you 
can use for your external communication. 

No certifi cates are issued.
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FURTHER ADD-ON PACKAGES, 
FURTHER DIVERSITY

BIODIVERSITY MONITORING

With your Carbon Forest, you are addressing one 
of the most pressing challenges of the present and 
future: the preservation of biodiversity. We make 
this commitment visible and verifi able for you - 
through images and data from your Carbon Forest.

We develop an individual biodiversity monitoring 
concept for you, with which we have had exclusively 
positive experiences for years - thanks to a cooperation 
with the Senckenberg Nature Research Society.  

With the help of live traps, we document the 
development of reptile and amphibian species in your 
forest. Reptile and amphibian species are considered 
good indicator species for the health of an ecosystem - 
the healthier the forest, the more reptile and amphibian 
species.  

Photo-trapping allows us to document larger terrestrial 
creatures such as tapirs, sloths, and jaguars. Quite 
incidentally, in addition to scientifi c fi ndings, photo 
traps also provide unique image and video footage that 
you can position wonderfully on platforms like social 
media.

COMMUNICATION

Do good and talk about it - a marketing 
wisdom you can proudly apply with your 
own Carbon Forest.
We help you put your forest in the 
spotlight so that the whole world knows 
about your commitment.

This is supported by unique footage 
we have taken in your forest: Videos of 
animals, pictures of tree growth, trap 
photos from biodiversity monitoring.

Furthermore, we provide you with 
representative data and facts from your 
forest that stress your achievements in 
climate and biodiversity protection.  

For the content of your social media posts, 
we also offer you an abundance of material 
and well-founded texts with deep background 
knowledge.
Furthermore, we create an annual presentation 
for you about your Carbon Forest and report on 
your commitment on our website and social media 
platforms. Every fi ve years, we also organize a project 
trip to your Carbon Forest in Costa Rica. 

We want to make it as easy as possible for you to 
communicate about your project so that you can reap 
the full benefi ts of your commitment. We will be happy 
to advise you individually on this. 
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CONTRACT DESIGN
AND COST ALLOCATION

We, BaumInvest AG, are your direct contact and 
contractual partner - a business partner based in 
Germany that provides you with all information, 
invoices, and performance records in a bundled and 
focused manner.

For project implementation, we award contracts to our 
subsidiary, BaumInvest S.A. in Costa Rica.

 Offsetting carbon emissions
 Investment to hedge against 

price risks and ensure 
the availability of carbon 
emission rights

 Investment in ecosystem 
services

 Investment in climate 
protection services

 Usage and management contract 
according to German law

 Icludes:
 Exploitation right
 Forest inventory
 Carbon certifi cates

 Modular term of 30-50 years
 Certifi ed carbon sequestration
 After the project term, the area in Costa 

Rica will be placed under nature protection
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 Land costs
 Planting costs
 Forest maintenance
 Administration
 Proof of carbon storage
 Project development study
 Project management
 Forest management
 Biodiversity package
 Communication package

 Landowning company
 Provision of the land 

guaranteed for the duration 
of the project

 Project executing agency and 
project partners

 Contact persons and Project 
developers

 Forest management
 Service partner on site
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With your own Carbon Forest, you become climate neutral: The fast-growing 
tropical trees absorb a large amount of carbon in a short time and thus store 
all your unavoidable operational carbon emissions - the most natural way of 
carbon sequestration of all. 
At the same time, your company forest becomes a climate protection project 
with added value: you demonstrably increase the diversity of species and 
plants, create jobs for the local population and realize a forest that is to last 
permanently, protected by nature.

 With your own Carbon Forest, you can distribute your products in a 
climate-neutral way.

 Your Carbon Forest will be certifi ed according to the international 
Gold Standard.

 Your forest is located in an investment-secure country that has been 
sustainably caring for and protecting its forests for almost 40 years.

 Your own company forest is a fl agship to inspire further customers, 
business partners and shareholders for your company.

 With your Carbon Forest, you take responsibility for the planet and 
set an important example in the fi ght against climate change.

 Your Carbon Forest is a sustainable project that is self-sustaining in 
the long term.

 As a Carbon Forest partner, you get everything you need for your 
campaigns and sustainability reports from a single source.

 Your own Carbon Forest can be used well in the external presentation, 
especially as advertising on social media.

And very importantly: With a professional and fi rmly rooted partner like 
BaumInvest, your forest project can be implemented effortlessly and without 
complications - we take care of the work and at the same time offer you a 
tailor-made offer for your company with individual packages. 
Because with BaumInvest it’s always a fi t!
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CONTACT
BaumInvest AG
Talstraße 30
79102 Freiburg

WEB & SOCIAL MEDIA

/bauminvestag
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/company/bauminvest-ag
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BaumInvest

+49 (0) 761 429 999 75

info@bauminvest.de

+49 (0) 761 514 601 06

www.bauminvest.de

BaumInvest print products are 
climate-neutral and printed on certifi ed papers.




